Concept MAGNA GLASKERAMIK®
Exhibition LED kitchen splashback systems
As a partner of VETROPLAN, MAGNA offers our customers the opportunity to work on the
concept for kitchen rear walls made of glass ceramic incl. lighting and thus support the
aggressive marketing of MAGNA GLASKERAMIK® products.
Sample stands (including LED light panel) are available with samples in 205 x 205 mm
in 6 colors, 12 mm Pure GK.
Placing display products with glass ceramic LED back panels is a high investment. For this
reason, we will check with you in advance whether a placement in the relevant exhibition is
worth supporting. We reserve the right to make the final decision. If you are interested,
please contact our sales representatives.

If a placement has been decided, the following procedure applies:
•

If you order a kitchen rear wall including LED from MAGNA Glaskeramik, you will receive
it delivered and charged with 50% on the dealer price list.
Example calculation:
100x100 cm Sky Blue polished + pol. + bevelled edges
= 1 m2 x 1.001,25 €/m2 + 4 running meters x 7,50 €/running meters
= € 1.031,25 less 50 % exhibition discount
= € 515,63 (exhibition price)

• After the back wall systems have been installed, provide them with a clearly visible
Magna Glaskeramik® sticker and take a high resolution photo of them.
• At the same time, please fill out and send the "Exhibition concept” form including photos
to MAGNA Glaskeramik within 3 months.
The special discount will be charged in retrospect as soon as the photos are available.
• The model kitchen must be produced within 3 months and must be at least be exhibited
in the kitchen studio for 1 year.
* Exhibition discount only applies to non-discounted prices, however, for the entire order excluding packaging
and shipping.
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